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Preface

We are all aware of the colossal impact which the Tsunami of
26th December, 2004 had on the neighbouring countries of
Indonesia in the Indian Ocean. The aftershock that followed
was not only a physical one in the sense of damage done to the
environment, but it was also as much of a mental as it was an
economical one for mankind.

The greatest lesson learnt from this disaster is surely the
importance of educating all coastal dwellers and the rest of the
population to be prepared should any such disaster strike India again.
A tremendous task lies ahead. We may say “build all houses further
back from the coast on higher ground”. The problem though can
be that the sea water has encroached inland so far that the pH (a
figure expressing how acid or alkaline a substance is. P from German
"potenz" - power + H, the chemical formula for hyderogen) balance
of the soil is so irreparably damaged, that no crops could be grown
to sustain families living there.

The government must listen to the farmers and agriculturalists
when deciding to rebuild. Also the entire coastline needs to be
planted with Mangrove trees, as this will gradually restore the
balance for a healthy marine life and create a buffer zone between
the sea snd the coastal area.

With the technical knowledge available to mankind today,
there is no excuse for not being prepared for such a disaster in
the future. Education creates awareness and it is our only weapon
against the forces of nature but the time to act is now. The past
has proven our failure and the future lies ahead of us. We failed
to have an effective warning system because of the cost involved
but what cost do we face now? Mistakes are always the costliest.
They are also our greatest teachers.

So let us all create a new world environment in our
consciousness by educating people about “how the environment
treats us is how we treat the environment”.



vi

This book will provide the best information regarding the
mechanism of a Tsunami and also give an idea of what to expect
in any future Tsunami. This information will help all of us to
guard and preserve our coastal environment for a healthy society
in the future.

JAGBIR SINGH
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